
EDUCTION SYSTEM IN BIHAR

Bihar has been a major centre of learning and home to the universities of Nalanda and that over 60% of students in
Bihar failed their Class 12 board exams. This was attributed to a corrupt and collapsing education system in the state.

Private tuitions by government paid staff must be stopped from primary to tertiary levels. The number of
private schools, including school-chains and Missionary Schools run by Christian Missionaries as well as
Madrasas, or schools run by Muslim clerics, has increased in the post liberalisation era. Faulty marks were
given in mark sheets. But if the current situation persists, it will be hard to stave off demographic disaster.
Only  Failing Policies On Education: Bihar after keeps a good image among masses when it comes to assess
the state on law and order, road connectivity and electricity supply. Bihar has  After coming to power, the
Nitish Kumar led government opened the Chanakya National Law University , a national law university,
Aryabhatta Knowledge University , a technological university of Bihar and a B-school called Chandragupt
Institute of Management. The new varsity will focus on doing high-end research in historical sciences,
environment and ecology. Just looking at economic output, education contributes to growth by increasing the
level of human capital of the workforceâ€”as India has discovered in the IT sector. We need a great team, a
corporate house that develop the business opportunities in Bihar. We believe education system and education
culture can definately change if youth takes up the responsibility to make this change. Patna has become an
Educational hub for the Eastern India. Recent policies have focused on lowering the cost of schooling through
subsidizing or providing textbooks, uniforms, bicycles and cash transfers for attendance. Some of the
decisions undertaken were: After almost 25 years, the process to revise the syllabus was initiated in
accordance with the latest norms. You can find new Free Android Games and apps. But the challenge remains
to maintain this momentum. The reason is that education culture at Bihar is such that young students can't
think anything beyond the scope of engineering or medical or IAS. Schools[ edit ] School girls returning home
in Pashchim Champaran , Bihar. Such an arbitrary action by the Board and government should have been
taken after a survey on the intake capacity of government schools in surrounding areas. Joseph, St. The
conscience of parents needs a reality check, making them understand the importance of education and its role
in lives of their children. One of the reasons why government educational institutions failed in Bihar is the rise
of private tuitions and coaching institutions, which also led to entry of private schools in the late s. The
government must realise that some of its sincere efforts have brought positive results in the state. After Nobel
Laureate Amartya Sen did not take up the second term as chancellor, the Centre appointed Singapore former
minister George Yeo to this academic post. An Unfair History: The glorifying past, today ails in terms of
education whose literacy rate is among the lowest in India with just  The government should not differentiate
between private and public schools. With proper guidance and great education, youth of Bihar can do
wonders. In such a scenario, closing a large number of schools and inter-colleges will play havoc with the
careers of a large number of students, particularly rural ones. But in eastern India, including Bihar, they
worked through local zamindars who would collect taxes, maintain law and order, and pay the British a fixed
tax each year. Bihar has the highest student-teacher ratio as well as the student-classroom ratio among Indian
states. Nalanda was the ancient hub of higher education A. Looking beyond the statistics, education can equip
people with the tools for a more fulfilling and enjoyable life. If the same government can build roads and
achieve good electricity distribution in the state, it can also fix the education system. The average class size in
secondary schools is strained as there are about students per class or even more. There are also lack of
entrepreneur skills in youth of Bihar. Girls are on a par with boys in almost all counts in education.
Extra-curricular activities must be part of the learning process. The process to create infrastructure for three
new engineering collegesâ€”one each at Madhepura , Begusarai and Sitamarhi â€”has started.


